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About Me

• 17 years old 

• Oldest Sibling 

• IB Diploma Programme

• Major in biology/ medical 
sciences

• Family and culturally oriented

• Kent Meridian

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am 17, a high school senior at Kent Meridian high school; which is in Kent. I’m an IB Diploma candidate; the IB program is a top notch international educational program created to challenge and inspire students around the globe. I am the oldest child, which means I am the best child. But I am very close to my family and my cultures. (Japanese and Filipino) Once I graduate high school I plan to major in Biology or medical sciences. 40 seconds speaking 



Where we began

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To truly make this an educational experience I will be explaining the Clean Water Ambassadors internship experience through the life cycle of a salmon from a hatchery. As everyone hopefully knows salmon begin as eggs. The beginning of all hatchery salmon is in the hatchery. In the 2018-2019 internship, there are 9 other interns whom I’ve had the privilege of learning besides.  Imagine the interns at the beginning like eggs meaning our world is small; we have yet to really understand the significance of the information exposed to us. The environment that incubated the interns was their lives and experiences prior to the internship. As interns, we were new into the world of environmental conservation, sustainability, water treatment, and different people. In our first week, we’ve barely scratched the surface of the many layers that go into environmental conservation. But what are we did we do during the internship? 1 minute speaking



The Transition 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alvein- we are transitioning from new interns into our first steps and first field trips and slowly being fed information and new experience but Alvein need their yolk sacs for nutrients a lot how we initially relied a lot on our instructors to start off conversations, to get us engaged, “Breaking out of our eggs”1-2 weeksSpeaking notes:During the internship, the activities range from hikes to tours to informational interviews from people from a wide range of professions. But all the activities are to engage critical thinking and be able to generalize what we’ve learned beyond just us. We record notes in our journals that we reflect on every week and accumulate materials on our little brown clipboards. On the top left picture you’ll see Alvein (not the chipmunks), smaller than salmon fry they rely on yolk sacs for nutrients, therefore they’re closely cared for. Much like Alvein, we are in our early stages, the metaphorical nutrients are the knowledge and guidance given to us by our caretakers. Although we have “broken out of our shells” by no longer needing to be walked through every single thing. The guidance of mentors is still crucial for interpreting the information presented to us. The internship provides an experience beyond what could be learned in a classroom alone. 1 minute and 20 seconds speaking



The “Caretakers”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are our “caretakers”. There are people who were with us and still continue to guide and teach us to this day. I believe the quality of education is mainly determined by main two factors: the teachers and the students. A select group of high school students out of hundreds are chosen based on interests, motivations for applying to the internship and work ethic, so the students are motivated and ready to learn. There are good teachers who can create a welcoming learning environment and make content understandable, but the internship has great teachers who can not only establish a tolerant learning environment but ingrain open-mindedness into their teaching. They not only teach us information, but inspire and motivate us to critically think and look beyond the knowledge that’s presented and expand on what we know. I can confidently say as someone whose done 12 years of continuous education in different states and different countries that this internship provides some of the highest quality of education any one could offer. 1 minute and 30 seconds speaking 



Growing 
2-3 weeks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re fry we are growing but we’re not quite there, we’ve learned to relay a bit of the information we’ve,  learned how to navigate on our own of what we know so far, we’ve had engaged our selves into finding information like stream surveys and asking questionsNow fry are moving a bit on their own but they cannot go off on their own yet Speaking notes: Back to our salmon journey.  2-3 weeks into the summer internship the interns are like salmon fry. Where at the point where we can teach the knowledge we learned solidifying the information in our long term memory. During the internship, we’ve done something called water quality surveys. Where we go to natural water sources most commonly rivers and we test the quality of the water like the pH level and turbidity (clarity). We learn to analyze the data and draw conclusions for the implications of our findings. We’ve amassed so much information about the historical and cultural significance of the preservation of the environment around us, which has us look at people and efforts related subjects related to a different perspective. Now we are beginning to more than retain and teach back information, but our ideas still need to be further developed. 1 minute speaking



Connection 

3-4 weeks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parr-Speaking notes:More than halfway into the summer part of the internship the interns have developed into salmon parr. Fun fact: when salmon have developed into parr they begin to show patterns and stripes, but they aren’t quite big enough to survive on their own. Interns begin to show their “own colors” where we start to understand how we fit into what we know into our own lives, we start seeing the big picture, we know more about the history and why and goals people and organizations have. We begin to understand how other people are connected. Throughout the internship, although the main focus is environment and water quality we take time to learn about equity and social concepts through discussion and reading policy packets. I think that’s another thing that is unique about the internship is the education of social issues and policy, even though it’s important to know as an adult it’s rarely taught. Like taxes (haha I’m hilarious) 1 minute 10 sec speaking 



Almost there 
4-5 weeks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Smolt- where salmon would usually begin to leave the hatchery Where have a definite sense of who we are and 4 weeks into the internship we’re still being given information  but now we’re more experienced, aware, we’ve met many people, now we are getting ready to utilize the knowledge we were givenSpeaking notes:4-5 weeks into the internship we are like smolt. Salmon smolts are bigger than parr and hatchery would begin to release the Smolt into the wild. For the interns, we’ve grown both as friends and as students. We learned massive amounts of information about the environment, cultures, adulting, water quality, careers and ourselves. We can teach the knowledge we’ve learned and we can expand upon the ideas and information we’ve learned and generalize it to the world and our own communities. We are almost ready to go out into the world and act on our own.  40 sec speaking 



Where were 
we?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adult when the adults are navigating the ocean on their own and are able to surviv on their own without any helpWe’ve completed almost all of the internship, we are showing you through the presentations and the mural at South Plant what we took awaySouth plant is one of the first places we went to learn about the water treatment and the last place we’ll ever go to as a “group field trip”Speaking notes:6 weeks and the summer part of the internship is almost over. At this point, the interns are like adult salmon that have gone into the ocean because it's at this point we show people what we know. We accumulated our lessons into a mural at South Plant and into the very presentation you see before you. 30 seconds speaking



Where are we going?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spawning adultWe go out into the world to share what we have and what we know, but we come back to what we’ve learned because we never stop learning as we age, we just learn to share out knowledge with other people. Speaking notes: After the summer portion of the internship, we’re like spawning salmon. But rather than literal eggs we’re rather planting eggs of knowledge onto other people hoping they grow as we did with the more knowledge we share. Like how spawning salmon always come back to their hatchery the interns will always come back to the internship as the foundation for their knowledge. Since the school year has started I've used the data from our water quality surveys in one of my biology assessments and continued to work with the internship and other organizations to work on writing for grants to install a rain garden and a water cistern at my school to improve the campus and the lives of the students. 1 min speaking



Takeaways 

▶ Change doesn’t always begin from the top. 

▶ Taking action begins with education. 

▶ Conservation, restoration, environment, etc. does not 
have a face. 

▶ Thinking of the future. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The foundation for lasting change is education and public collaboration, grass roots movements are tedious, slow and take a while before they take effectPower as an individual comes from literally knowing what goes on, or from being a tenacious personMost people do conservation, the environmental work mostly for the future, to educate the younger generation, to maintain the area for animals, etc.Probably going to leave this part out for time



Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Total speaking time: about 10 minutes 10 seconds
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